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Available online ▪ ▪ ▪AbstractThis paper proposes a novel nonlinear correlation filter for facial landmark localization. Firstly, we prove that SVM as a classifier can also be
used for localization. Then, soft constrained Minimum Average Correlation Energy filter (soft constrained MACE) is proposed, which is more
resistent to overfittings to training set than other variants of correlation filter. In order to improve the performance for the multi-mode of the
targets, locally linear framework is introduced to our model, which results in Fourier Locally Linear Soft Constraint MACE (FL2 SC-MACE).
Furthermore, we formulate the fast implementation and show that the time consumption in test process is independent of the number of training
samples. The merits of our method include accurate localization performance, desiring generalization capability to the variance of objects, fast
testing speed and insensitivity to parameter settings. We conduct the cross-set eye localization experiments on challenging FRGC, FERET and
BioID datasets. Our method surpasses the state-of-arts especially in pixelwise accuracy.
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Facial landmark detection has been drawing increasing at-
tentions due to its important role in face recognition, face
animation, human computer interaction, expression recogni-
tion and 3D face modeling [16,17]. Generally, it can be
categorized as face alignment and feature localization. In the
task of face alignment, a number of facial landmarks like
pupils, nostril and the corner of the mouth are localized
interactively. In this vein, perhaps the most popular kind of
approaches is Constrained Local Model (CLM [16]), which
ultilizes localizer (also referred to as local expert) to detect
each landmark separately. The global statistical constraint
characterized by the Point Distribution Model (PDM) [3] is* This work was supported by the Special Foundation for the Development
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ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).then imposed on the localization result for modification. While
recent literatures concentrate on how to optimize the global
parameters according to the structure of human faces, they
simplified the discussion on the local expert by utilizing linear
SVM or Adaboost in consideration of its efficiency and
effectiveness. In some other circumstances, only the co-
ordinates of crucial feature points are need. Localizing all
facial points may decrease the efficiency in practical use. For
example, face recognition needs to detect eyes to remove the
similarity variances. For these reasons, a precise and efficient
localizer purely using local texture is extremely required.
The approaches for feature localization can be divided into
two categories: 1) shape based methods and 2) statistics based
methods. Shape based methods, which utilize special geo-
metric characteristics of landmarks like pupils, have demon-
strated good performance in the situation where the subject
show front face and the feature points are visible [4,5].
However they may fail when the subjects show multiple head
poses or the features are distorted by some expressions (e.g.
closed eyes). Besides, its also hard to transit the method toConstrained MACE for facial landmark localization, CAAI Transactions on
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learn the classifiers or templates to determine where the target
landmark is. As a representative of statistics based method,
correlation filter based localizer has gained success recently.
Its merits include shift invariance, robustness to noise and
speediness of testing. While correlation filter is optimized to
generate an explicit peak at the position of the target in the
output plane, it suffers the risks of overfitting to the training
samples and the incapability to deal with multimode situa-
tions. There have been some attempts to overcome the draw-
back of overfitting. In Ref. [6], the whole correlation output is
specified for each training image. In Ref. [7], Maximum
Margin Correlation Filter (MMCF) combines Mean Square
Error SDF with SVM to make a tradeoff between the locali-
zation advantage of synthetic discriminant function (SDF) and
the generalization capability of SVM. However, since they are
all linear methods, the performances deteriorate when the
feature points show multiple patterns. Xie et al. introduced
RBF kernel to MACE [8]. Mahalanobis et al. construct a
quadratic filter using Rayleigh quotient [9]. Though nonlinear
frameworks are applied, they are still prone to overfitting due
to hard constraints on the cost function.
In this paper, we propose a novel correlation filter which
can be used for individual face landmark detection and as local
expert for face alignment algorithms. We first prove why
SVM, as a classifier, is also a well performed localizer. Based
on the analysis, we propose soft constrained MACE, which
minimizes average correlation energy with soft constraint. In
order to avoid the fundamental drawback that single correla-
tion filter cant dispose of variant cases, we combine soft
constrained MACE with local linear kernel in Fourier domain,
and formulate a nonlinear filter named FL2 SC-MACE. Based
on Parseval theorem, in the test phase, all calculations is
conducted on spatial domain rather than Fourier domain. Be-
sides, the testing speed is independent of the quantity of
training samples. Our method has the merits of superior
localization performance, the generalization to the variance of
objects, fast testing speed and insensitivity to parameters.
Validation experiments for eye localization are conducted on
FRGC, BioID and FERET. To verify the generalization per-
formance, we demonstrate cross-set results and show that FL2
SC-MACE outperforms the state-of-arts by a considerable
margin.
2. Backgrounds and soft constrained MACE2.1. Correlation filterIn the past decades, different correlation filters that
emphasize different goals have been proposed. A filter is
synthesized based on the training samples, which is then cross-
correlated with the test image. There is supposed to be a
distinct peak at the ground truth location of the target (a blunt
peak would affect the accuracy of the localization), and flat
responses elsewhere on the correlation plane. In real applica-
tion, the calculation is always conducted on spatial frequency
domain:Please cite this article in press as: W. Yang, et al., Fourier Locally Linear Soft
Intelligence Technology (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.trit.2016.10.006Yðu;vÞ ¼ Hðu;vÞXðu;vÞ ð1Þ
where H(u,v) and X(u,v) is the DFT of the synthesized tem-
plate and the test image respectively. ð$Þ denotes conjugate
operator. The framework is much like sliding window, in
which each subregion of test image is matched with a tem-
plate. However there are several differences between correla-
tion operator and sliding window: 1) each subregion could be
normalized in the framework of sliding window, which could
not be achieved by correlation; 2) because of the lack of
normalization, in the testing process peak-to-sidelobe ratio
(PSR) [24] rather than simply the output is measured.
A. Minimum Average Correlation Energy
MACE is the most widely used and researched kind of
correlation filter. The earliest version of MACE is proposed in
[15], which requires the inner product of template and the true
class samples to strictly reach a fixed value:
min~h
~h
H
S~h
s:t: ~h
H
~xi ¼ ui; i¼ 1;2;…l
ð2Þ
where ~h is the template to be calculated and ui is the desired
inner product value (e.g. 1 for positive samples and 0 for
negative ones). ð$ÞH is conjugate transposition and ~xi is the
DFT of the training sample re-ordered into a column vector.
S ¼P
i
XiXi is the average energy diagonal matrix, where Xi
is a N2  N2 diagonal matrix with the elements of ~x ordered
into its diagonal. By minimizing ~h
H
S~h ¼P
i
Xi ~h22, the en-
ergy of the correlation output between the template and all the
training samples is suppressed overall. It can be proved that if
only one training sample is involved, the optimized correlation
result will be a delta function Xi ~h ¼ cð1; 0;…0ÞT . When there
are more than one training samples, it is overdetermined for all
the correlation results to be delta functions. Observations show
that the hard constraint as the form of (2) often leads to the
sensitivity to distortions and the overfitting to the training
samples, which affects the generalization capability of the
filter.
Aiming at solving the drawbacks brought by hard
constraint, unconstrained MACE is proposed [2]:
max
~h
~h
H
~m ~mH~h
~h
H
S~h
ð3Þ
where ~m ¼ 1=NP ~xi is the mean of the DFTs of training
samples. Unconstrained MACE shows better tolerance to
noises than constrained filters. By removing the hard
constraint, it permits the correlation planes to adjust to what-
ever value that best optimizes the criterion. However it still
doesn't exclude the risk of overfitting. Assuming the response
of one training sample ~h
H
~xi is extremely high, it would causeConstrained MACE for facial landmark localization, CAAI Transactions on
Fig. 1. The typical correlation output plane of soft constrained MACE (top)
and SVM (bottom). Both results are multiplied by a Gaussian function.
Though SVM suppresses the energy of the correlation output plane as well,
soft constrained MACE show more obvious effect, which results in a sharper
peak.
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H
~m ~mH~h, which results in the overlook of the
influence of other training samples.
B. Why is SVM a good localizer?
SVM is an optimal classifier in the sense of maximum
margin. According to Parseval theorem, the objective function
of SVM converted to the Fourier domain can be written as:
min
~h
~h
H~hþC
X
i

1 yi

~h
H
~xi þ b

þ ð4Þ
where C is the penalty parameter. ½$þ ¼ maxð$; 0Þ is referred
to as hinge loss function. While ~h
H~h is optimized to maximize
the margin (minimize ~h
H~h is equivalent to maximize ð~hH~hÞ1,
which is proportional to the margin), the penalty item seeks to
punish the outliers. Here we re-interpret the objective function
of SVM in the sense of localization rather than classification,
and reveal how SVM achieves good localization performance.
The localization task involves two key capabilities: 1) when
the object is not the target, the response should stay low to
keep from false detecting, and 2) when a target appears, the
localizer should not only detect it, but localize it accurately,
which requires the output plane to be a sharp peak rather than
a blunt one. As S is a diagonal positive definite matrix defined
in (2), ~h
H
S~h satisfies the axiom of norm and thus is referred to
as S-norm. The equivalence of S-norm and l2-norm can be
written as:
s1~h
H~h ~hHS~h s2~hH~h ð5Þ
where s1 and s2 are constant and correspond to the minimum
and maximum eigenvalues of S. SVM suppresses the energy of
the correlation output by minimizing the l2 regularizer.
Meanwhile, as ~h
H
~x is the origin of the correlation output,
½1 yið~hH~xi þ bÞþ is actually the soft constraint on the cor-
relation peak value.
C. The formulation of soft constrained MACE
Savvides et al. indicate that the correlation template works
to whiten the amplitude spectrum and cancel the phase of the
image, which yields a flat spectrum plane [24]. As the energy
decays with the increase of the frequency, the correlation
template is expected to amplify the energy of the high fre-
quency region. Though (5) gives an upper limit of the average
correlation energy, SVM doesn't emphasize the characteristics
of objects' spectrums. Soft constrained MACE which mini-
mizes the average correlation energy is written as:
min
~h
~h
H
S~hþC
X
i

1 yi

~h
H
~xi þ b

þ ð6Þ
In order to minimize the objective function, if a diagonal
entry of S is large, the corresponding entry of the template ~h is
supposed to be small. On the other hand, the entries of the
template with respect to the small energy are expected to bePlease cite this article in press as: W. Yang, et al., Fourier Locally Linear Soft
Intelligence Technology (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.trit.2016.10.006large enough to guarantee a high value of ~h
H
~xi. Note that
though both using soft constraint, soft constrained MACE is
different from (MMCF [12]). While MMCF is a tradeoff be-
tween MSE-SDF and SVM, soft constrained MACE seeks the
melioration of SVM and MACE simultaneously.
For further analysis, the dual problem writes as:
max0aiC
X
i
ai  1
2
X
i
X
j
aiajyiyj~xiS
1~xj
s:t:
P
i
aiyi ¼ 0
ð7Þ
The frequency components of the training samples are
equilibrized by S½. This could be regarded as a pre-
whitening process in the Fourier domain. Fig. 1 shows the
typical correlation output plane of soft constrained MACE
(top) and SVM (bottom). The sharpness of the formal one
means it is more suitable for localization task. In addition,
because soft constrained MACE calculates the maximum
margin hyperplane for the weighted DFTs, only the samples
that approximate to the decision hyperplane contribute to the
synthesis of the correlation template, which eliminates the
risks of overfitting to the training set. While all variants of
MACE aim to minimize average correlation energy and
maximize the peak value, soft constrained MACE is less likely
to overfit samples.
In summary, there exits close relationships between the
classification by SVM and the localization by correlation filter.
In addition to the sense of maximum margin classification, the
objective function of SVM can also be interpreted as
improving the correlation peak value and suppressing theConstrained MACE for facial landmark localization, CAAI Transactions on
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objective function of MACE can be interpreted as calculating
the optimal decision hyperplane for the weighted DFT of
samples. Based on the analysis, we propose soft constrained
MACE, which is formulated to overcome the overfitting.
3. Fourier local soft constrained MACE
The previous discussion illustrates training the correlation
filter is equivalent to participating the weighted DFTs in fre-
quency domain. Therefore, though soft constrained MACE is
less likely to overfit data, it doesn't settle the problem that the
optimization of linear correlation filter is overdetermined and
ill-posed when the data are characterized of multiple patterns.
Recently some researchers proposed local based classifiers
whose essential idea is that a query sample is judged by a hy-
perplane which is estimated only by the samples that adjoin to it
[27,32]. The performances are comparable to traditional kernel
methods. However, they suffer from huge quantity of time cost
during test. In this section, we aim to resolve the overfitting
efficiently by means of Fourier local linear approach.
Local linear-SVM (LL-SVM) [25] deems the decision
template as a function of the sample being judged. The sample
is first projected on a local basis. Then a decision function is
obtained by using stochastic gradient descent. Instead of using
local coding scheme, Zhang et al. [30] coded samples by the
singular vectors of the matrix composed by the vectorized
training data: M ¼ ðx1; x2;…xnÞ ¼ USV , and proved the
model is equivalent to a finite kernel which can be written as:
K

xi;xj
¼ <cixTi ; cjxTj > ð8Þ
where < $; $> is the Frobenius inner product and ci ¼ UTpxi is
the coefficient of xi projecting on the principle left singular
vectors. If the DFTs of samples are chosen to be the feature
vectors: ~M ¼ ð~x1; ~x2;…~xnÞ ¼ ~U~S ~V , it can be proved via the
theory of SVD that ~U ¼ FU, where F is the Fourier transform
matrix. Therefore we have:
~ci ¼ ~UTp~xi ¼ ci ð9Þ
Note that (8) can be simplified as:
K

xi;xj
¼ cTi cjX
m
xmixmj ¼ cTi cjxTi xj ð10Þ
where xmi is the m-th element of the i-th sample. Use Parseval
theorem:
K

~xi ; ~xj
¼ ~cHi ~cj~xHi ~xj ¼ cTi cjxTi xj ¼ Kxi ; xj ð11Þ
That is, the kernel value preserves when the manipulations
are conducted in Fourier domain. Now consider implementing
the local linear scheme to soft constrained MACE. All the
DFTs of the samples are weighted by S½. The FLSC kernel
then has a form of:
KFLSC

xi;xj
¼ bcHi bcjbxHi bxj ¼ bcHi bcj~xHi S1~xj ð12Þ
Please cite this article in press as: W. Yang, et al., Fourier Locally Linear Soft
Intelligence Technology (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.trit.2016.10.006where bxi is the IDFT of S1=2~xi and bci is the SVD codes with
respect to bxi. An interpretation of FLSC kernel is that as the
samples distribute in several different manifolds, the inner
product value can judge whether two samples belong to the
same one. In compensation, bcHi bcj provides local informations
about whether they are also resemblant within the subspace.
Therefore only when two samples are from the same manifold
and share the similar coding information can FLSC-kernel get
large value.
In testing process, the decision function gives the form as:
HFLSCðxÞ ¼
X
i
yiaiKLSðx ; xiÞ þ b ð13Þ
where yi and ai are the label and weight of xi. Like the case of
kernel SVM, as the number of training samples increases, the
computation complexity grows linearly with it. To alleviate the
computation complexity, noting in (12) that:
bcTi bcj ¼ bxTi
bu1bs1; bu2bs2; ::; bun0bsn0
bu1bs1; bu2bs2; ::; bun0bsn0
Tbxj ð14Þ
¼
	
S
1
2~xi

HXn0
n¼0
unu
T
nbs2n bxj ð15Þ
¼ xTi
Xn0
n¼0
unu
T
nbs2n bxj ð16Þ
where bui are the singular vectors trained by the DFTs of the
samples, uj is the DFT of buj and uj is the IDFT of S1=2uj, the
decision function of local soft constrained MACE is a
quadratic form of x:
HFLSCðxÞ ¼ xT
X
i
X
n
bunuTn
s2n
bxi€xTi xþ b ð17Þ
¼ xT bUU bX €Xxþ b ð18Þ
¼ xTAxþ b ð19Þ
where €xi is the DFT of aiS
1~xi. The bold capital letters denote
the vectors ordered into the correspond matrixes (e.g. bU is
constructed by the singular vectors divided by the corre-
sponding singular value bui=si), and A ¼ bUU bX €X is the
quadratic matrix. To further accelerate the decision process,
considering the localization tasks to which bias b is ignorable
and
xTAx¼ xTAex ð20Þ
where the symmetric matrix Ae ¼ Aþ AT=2 is the even part
of A, the decision function can be reformulated as:
HFLSCðxÞ ¼ xTAex¼ xTZLZTx¼
Xm0
i¼1
li

zTi x
2 ð21ÞConstrained MACE for facial landmark localization, CAAI Transactions on
Fig. 2. The green crosses denote the ground truth positions while the red ones
denote the predict positions.
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whose elements are all real. zi are the eigenvectors and li are
the corresponding eigenvalues sorted in descend order with
respect to its absolute value. Since the rank of A is no more
than that of U, m0 is equal to two times of the number of
singular vectors used for coding. Experimentally, we found
the selection of the number of singular vector doesn't affect
much to the performance, which guarantees the fast imple-
mentation of FL2 SC-MACE. By further eliminating the ei-
genvectors zi with small eigenvalue energy, the computation
can be achieved more efficiently without deteriorating the
performance.
4. Experiment
We conduct a cross-set eye localization experiment based
on BioID, FERET and FRGC databases. This experiment is
suitable for verifying the performance of our method because
there are many cases when the subjects wear glasses and close
eyes, which are different patterns from the standard eye model.
We choose cross-set experiment because 1) many state-of-the-
art methods have demonstrated satisfying results of intra-class
experiment but not exactly in the case of cross-set experiment,
and 2) cross-set experiment is more analogous to the real
practice, in which the collect environment of training set may
not be the same as that of the testing set. Though current re-
searches also attempt to localize other landmarks of faces, we
focus on eye localizing experiment because almost all the
landmark detection methods use the special structure of the
face, which is not the main point of this paper. Nevertheless,
our method is nicely compatible for many landmark detection
approaches, which also use a localizer like SVM to give a
evaluation of candidate pixels.
BioID is a challenging dataset for eye localization task with
image resolution fixed at 384  286. The samples are
collected under a large variety of illumination, expression and
pose. The FERET database was constructed ranging from
1993 to 1997 over 15 sessions for automatic face recognition
experiments. It consists 994 subjects photoed at different an-
gles with the size of 512  768 pixels. We choose regular
frontal images and alternative frontal images (referred to as fa
and fb) for our experiment. FRGC aims to provide sufficient
data for researchers who are engaged in face recognition. It
comprises six experiments. Among 50000 available images,
some are collected in still controlled lighting condition and
some are not. In all datasets, there are a number of images
when the subjects either close their eyes or wear glasses.
Normalized error is used to assess our outcome. This
measurement was firstly proposed by Jesorsky [19] and is a
reasonable criterion with respect to the real application of eye
localizer. In this metric, the worse localized eye is measured:
en ¼maxðel;erÞ
d
ð22Þ
where el and er are the Euclidian distances between the ground
truth and the estimated location with respect to left and rightPlease cite this article in press as: W. Yang, et al., Fourier Locally Linear Soft
Intelligence Technology (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.trit.2016.10.006eyes respectively, and d is the ground truth distance between
the two eyes.
A. Procedures
We use OpenCV to crop faces from all three datasets, and
resize them to 100 100. The images which are not detected are
discarded. Since the cropped face image fits the anthropometric
ratio, wewill localize eyes in a rough region that is large enough
to cover all kinds of extreme cases. Rationally, the negative
samples are randomly selected in the same region. Also, they
should keep away from the authentic positions at least about 0.1
times of d. Each image provides one positive feature and 20
negative features for two eyes respectively. All the feature
vectors have the dimension of 21  21. Each of them is
normalized by taking a log(1 þ v), deducting its mean and
normalizing the energy. The training samples are firstly con-
voluted by S½. SVD is then implemented on the filtered sample
features. SVM packets like Libsvm [14] can be used to train the
weighting coefficients ai, with the kernel as a form of (12).
While A is obtained following (19), the correlation templates zi
and eigenvalues li can be calculated. The position with the
highest peak-to-sidelobe ratio is regarded as eye location.
B. Result
In the first experiment, we test the performance changes
with respect to the number of singular vectors bui to code. We
partition FRGC into two groups. The training group consists
2000 images and the remaining are assigned to testing group.
Fig. 3 shows the localization performance as a function of theConstrained MACE for facial landmark localization, CAAI Transactions on
Fig. 3. The performance as a function of the number of basis singular vectors. Table 1
The comparison of cross-set eye localization performance. If the author doesn't
give result, we will estimate it according to the given curve or simulate the
algorithm ourselves (underlined figures).
Method e  0.05 e  0.1 e  0.25
Asteriadis et al. [26] 73.5% 81.7% 97.4%
Kroon et al. [28] 65.0% 87.0% 98.8%
Tu¨rkan et al. [18] 20.0% 73.7% 99.6%
Niu et al. [23] 76.0% 93.0% 97.0%
Cristinacce et al. [20] 57.2% 96.0% 97.0%
Timm and Barth [35] 82.5% 93.4% 98.0%
Valenti and Gevers [29] 86.1% 91.7% 97.0%
Bolme et al. [33] 78.9% 91.3% 98.1%
Tan et al. [34] 65.9% 95.0% 99.2%
Kumar et al. [12] 78.2% 85.2% 96.6%
Ours 87.3% 94.2% 99.6%
Ours with prior knowledge 90.2% 98.2% 99.9%
The bold is the best performance in the corresponding correction level.
Table 2
The percentage that the localization error of the landmark is less than 10% of
the eye-to-eye distance on LFPW database.
Method Left eye corner Left mouth corner Nose
ASEF 81.64% 71.35% 58.39%
LL-SVM 84.53% 76.74% 67.07%
HOG þ SVM 82.94% 73.25% 59.83%
Adaboost 83.24% 74.38% 65.22%
Ours 85.07% 78.28% 68.78%
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mance is insensitive to the parameter.
Fig. 4 gives the cross-set outcome of FL2 SC-MACE as
well as other eye localization approaches. 2000 positive
samples and 20000 negative samples outside the testing
database are used for training. As can be seen, QLS-MACE
shows overall advantages beyond others, especially in accu-
rate localization performance (e < 0.05). Fig. 2 demonstrates
some examples of complex situations (i.e. closing eyes,
wearing glasses or dark lighting conditions).
Since a number of eye locating methods are tested on
BioID with the same normalization error measurement, it's
facilitative to compare our methods with the preceding results.
In this experiment we still guarantee that all training samples
are from other datasets than BioID. Prior knowledge of eye
position is also used to improve performance. Following MAP
criterion, the posterior probability writes as:
Pððx;yÞjIÞfPðIjðx;yÞÞPððx;yÞÞ ð23Þ
where (x,y) indicates the event that (x,y) is the ground truth
location of the eye and I is the given pixel values. While the
output of SVM can be deemed as P(I(x,y)) via binomial log-
likelihood [36], we model prior probability P((x,y)) by aFig. 4. Cross-set performances in FRGC FERET and BioID databases. QSL-MAC
Please cite this article in press as: W. Yang, et al., Fourier Locally Linear Soft
Intelligence Technology (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.trit.2016.10.006simple unimodal normal distribution whose mean and variance
are those of training set.
Table 1 shows the results of our approach and others. We
provide results with or without prior knowledge. If the authors
didn't provide a complete result, we will make an approxi-
mation based on the performance curve or simulate their
methods. Note that although some papers demonstrate a good
localization rate, i.e. [31], which reaches 89.6%, when
e ¼ 0.05 and 99.1% when e ¼ 0.25, we exclude those results
from Table 1 because the training and validation process are
executed on BioID as well. As can be seen from the results
presented, FL2 SC-MACE demonstrates a desired result in
both accurate and coarse localization.
Tables 2 and 3 show the localization results of several facial
landmarks, i.e., eye corner, mouth corner and nose on
LFPW [21] and HELEN database [22]. Since these two da-E demonstrates overall advantages in both accurate and coarse localization.
Constrained MACE for facial landmark localization, CAAI Transactions on
Table 3
The percentage that the localization error of the landmark is less than 10% of
the eye-to-eye distance on HELEN database.
Method Left eye corner Left mouth corner Nose
ASEF 79.32% 64.21% 51.28%
LL-SVM 81.79% 69.90% 56.89%
HOG þ SVM 78.83% 63.49% 53.84%
Adaboost 80.04% 65.72% 55.21%
Ours 82.67% 69.33% 57.33%
Table 4
The comparison of running time for detecting one eye. The
number of training samples (including both positive and
negative ones) accounts to 40000. All algorithm are imple-
mented by C on Intel I7 CPU.
Method Running times (ms)
ESP 1131
LL-SVM 853
RBF-SVM 632
Correlation filter 0.5
LS-MACE 7.5
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necessary to perform cross-set experiment for validating the
generalization capability. Therefore, we combine the training
sets of the databases as the generic training set. Note that we
didn't compare our method with face alignment algorithms
because 1) FL2 SC-MACE detects feature points only relying
on local appearance, while face alignment algorithms utilize
the global face shape to rectify the results, and 2) our approach
is compatible with many face alignments [16,17] by locally
detecting candidate feature points. As can be seen, our algo-
rithm outperforms the commonly used localizers. It means FL2
SC-MACE is still effective in complex situations such as
multiple face poses, expressions, disturbance and so on.
In Table 4 we compare the running speed of FL2 SC-MACE
with that of other typical methods. We conduct algorithms by C
on Intel I7 CPU among which SVMs are implemented by
LibSVM [14]. All localizers are trained by 2000 images, which
lead to roughly 4000SVs for kernel SVM.As can be seen, the fast
testing speed of FL2 SC-MACE enables real-time applications.
5. Conclusion
This letter proposes a correlation filter referred to as FL2
SC-MACE. Soft constraint is imposed on the cost function of
MACE to overcome the overfitting. Fourier local linear model
is further introduced so that it could deal with multimode
situations. We conducted cross-set eye localization experi-
ments to demonstrate the superior performance and efficiency
of our method. In future work we will seek an accurate and
fast face alignment algorithm based on FL2 SC-MACE.
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